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To,
A11

State/ Divisional Directors

Sub :
..1

Non Compulsion to follow the
Cost Chart rates in the sale of

rl

Khadi Products - reg..
Ref

:

I

i)Circular No. RID/ KRDP/ MV of
MDA(Pr) l2OL0-

1

1 dt.28 .O4.2O1r.

ii)Circular No. RID/KRDP/MLPBC l2O7

l2Or5- 16 dt.22.09.2015.

This office vide circulars refereed above clarified
that the Khadi/V.I. Institutions are free to sale their
products at rnarket iinkeC price/Market driven price.
However, during the visit of Secretary, MSME to various
Khadi Institutions (KIs), it was informed by them that

Institutions are

not

aware of

such

Mechanisms / Circulars.

2. In view of the above, it is once again to reiterate
that from the year 2}tt onward"s, Khadi institutions
have heen given free hands to sell their products at the

Market Linked Pricing b), fixing the saie price at their
own. It has also been clarified vide the circulars refert'ed
above that the cost chart prepared at the State Level is
basically to determine the prime cost of the Khadi cloth
and to calculate the benefits pa).able by the Government
frorn time to time to the Khadi Artisans/Institutions.

t
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3. The Institutions are free to determine the selling
price of Khadi and Khadi products as per market
acceptability and they are completely free to develop their
own system for increasing sales to liquidate the stock.

4.

State/ Divisional Directors are once again
requested to bring the content of the subject to the
A11

notice of all Khadi institutions under their jurisdiction as
well as to the State KVI Boards and obtain a certificate
from them as per the attached format.

This is issued with the approval of competent
authority.

Encl: A/a

&
(S.P.

Dy. Director

I/c (Khadi)

C

to

1.

All Zonal Dy.CtrOs with the request to ensure with
SO/DO's.
A11 Chief Executive Officers/Secretaries/Managing
Directors, State/ UT KVI Boards.
A11 Programme/ Industry Directors, KVIC, Mumbai.
OSD. to Chief Executive Officer, KVIC, Mumbai.
Financial Advisor CeI1, KVIC, Mumbai.
P.A. to Chief Vigilance Officer, KVIC, Mumbai
Director (RID), KVIC, Mumbai.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.

(On the Letter Head of the Institution)

CERTIFICATE
(Name of the Secretary/President) of

I

(Name

of the Institution) understood the provisions of

Circular

No.RID/KRDP/MLP-BCl2O7 12015-16
dt.22.O9.2015 and Letter No.DK (K)/MLP l2Ol9-20 dated

25.1O.2O 19 regarding the market

linked pricing system. I

have understood that the cost chart prepared at the
State Level is basically prepared to determine the prime
cost of the cloth and to calculate the benefits payable by
Government from time to time and there is no restriction

from the Commission in selling Khadi at Market Linked
Price than the price shown in cost chart, which is
acceptable in the market.

Signature & Name

Date:
Place:

